
MDE TABLE



THE COLLECTIONS OF TABLETOP MIRRORS WITH LIGHTS

The Cantoni lighted make-up mirrors are a new interpretation of the classic vanity desk: artisanal workmanship and advanced lighting
technology, innovative materials such as methacrylate, technical materials such as aluminium and traditional materials such as wood
combine to create elegant, functional mirrors equipped with perfect lighting for make-up professionals.
Thanks to their elegance and their efficacy, the Cantoni table mirrors are also perfect for furnishing professional make-up artist
academies and beauty corner in any retail space. In addition, the transportable models, are,the ideal solution for the on-the-go and
backstage situations.

The makeup table mirrors with lights are available in LTV, MW and MDE Table’s lines.

CLASSIC
Dried beech wood, textured paint, non-toxic coating

MODERN
Elegant polished methacrylate



MDE504.TABLE

The MDE504-Table is the ideal solution for setting up makeup schools and makeup stations where it is a priority managing multi-purpose spaces. 
The MDE-Table 504 has both the correct size and the ideal light to be used during professional makeup sessions and the light weight and the ease of 
use of a movable piece of furnishing.
Thanks to these unique characteristics, MDE504-TABLE is the perfect lighted tabletop mirror for who wants to set up a makeup station with a really
efficient light in its own house too.

◆ Frame and back in satin finished aluminium
◆ Chrome-plated foldable back support
◆ I-light lighting system, dimmable intensity
◆ I6 Opaltech lenses
◆ Customizable surface with company logo or name
◆ Handcrafted in Italy
◆ 110V-240V compatible

I-light lighting professional system 
with 6 light spots adjustable 
in brightness

Satin aluminium profile, lighted
lenses and actuator placed in
the mirror

MDE-TABLE is the new lighted tabletop vanity mirror of the Cantoni range.
This mirror is a little masterpiece, with all the features that professional
makeup artists, hairstylists and makeup lovers could ask for.

Clean design, wide mirror, low electrical consumption. The light Opal-tech
lenses are set within the glass surface; the dimmable lights don’t emit any
heat and they have a natural shade.

The MDE504-TABLE tabletop mirror is foldable and transportable.

As all the products of the Cantoni range, this portable vanity mirror is
handcrafted in Italy.



620 mm

200 mm472 mm

6,50 KG

MDE504.TABLE
Technical Details

Mde-table foldable lighting mirror



MDE517.TABLE

The MDE504-Table is the ideal solution for setting up makeup schools and makeup stations where it is a priority managing multi-purpose spaces. 
The MDE-Table 504 has both the correct size and the ideal light to be used during professional makeup sessions and the light weight and the ease of 
use of a movable piece of furnishing.
Thanks to these unique characteristics, MDE504-TABLE is the perfect lighted tabletop mirror for who wants to set up a makeup station with a really
efficient light in its own house too.

◆ Frame and back in satin finished aluminium
◆ Chrome-plated foldable back support
◆ I-light lighting system, dimmable intensity
◆ I6 Opaltech lenses
◆ Customizable surface with company logo or name
◆ Handcrafted in Italy
◆ 110V-240V compatible

I-light lighting professional system 
with 6 light spots adjustable 
in brightness

Satin aluminium profile, lighted
lenses and actuator placed in
the mirror

MDE-TABLE is the new lighted tabletop vanity mirror of the Cantoni range.
This mirror is a little masterpiece, with all the features that professional
makeup artists, hairstylists and makeup lovers could ask for.

Clean design, wide mirror, low electrical consumption. The light Opal-tech
lenses are set within the glass surface; the dimmable lights don’t emit any
heat and they have a natural shade.

The MDE504-TABLE tabletop mirror is foldable and transportable.

As all the products of the Cantoni range, this portable vanity mirror is
handcrafted in Italy.
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Technical Details

Mde-table foldable lighting mirror



All products by Cantoni are made in Italy with carefully selected materials.
Each product is the result of a careful study to ensure the best balance between aesthetics and technology. 
The authenticity of each piece by Cantoni is ensured by our trademark.

We are always available to respond to every request and question about products. 
Our technical department is then available for custom projects

PLEASE NOTE:
Cantoni reserves the right to modify at any time the items in the catalogue for technical or commercial purposes. 
Shipments are made from our offices in San Marino

©cantoni2020



CANTONI TRADING SRL

Headquarters
Via Guardia di Rocca 10 - 47899 Galazzano - Rep. San Marino

Registered Office e Showroom
Strada degli Angariari 25 - 47891 Rovereta - Rep. San Marino

Tel. (+378) 0549 977527 - Fax (+378) 0549 876501

sales@cantonionline.com
www.cantonionline.com




